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Abstract 

 

In connection with the development of a promising area of space 

technology - the small spacecraft (SS), it is an urgent task to develop the "passive" 

methods of orientation of such spacecraft, including methods on the basis of 

"gravity-gradient" attitude control system. As an effective means for creating the 

gravity stabilizing moment a space tether system (STS) can be considered. 

In the article the analysis of mathematical models of the motion of elements of 

passive attitude control systems in the gravitational field is carried out, the ranges 

of applicability for consecutively complicated models are determined. Accounting 

for mass and elasticity of the tether directly affect the quality of mathematical 

models, and, consequently, the design of the systems. Rotation, libration, loss of 

tether tension modes for tether system models are determined. The article presents 

a model of space tether systems with weightless inextensible, weighing 

inextensible, weightless elastic and weighing elastic tethers. The estimation of the 

field of practical use for models in the conceptual design of small SS is carried 

out. The presented mathematical models of mechanical STS offer constructive 

opportunities for development of orientation and stabilization system. 

 

Keywords: small spacecraft; attitude control system; space tether system; 

mathematical modeling 
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Introduction 
 

There are special requirements for the orientation system (OS) of small 

spacecraft (SS): the system does not have to waste the working body due to the 

small size and weight of the SS, the mass of OS must not exceed 5-10% of the 

weight of the satellite. Therefore, for SS the use of the "passive" type of attitude 

control systems, which principle is based on the interaction with the environment, 

is actual. Such systems are structurally simple and reliable. These systems include 

gravity system [3], which provides the establishment of the required inertia 

ellipsoid of small spacecraft by extending the light tubular rod with a weight at the 

end to a certain length from its anchoring place on the unit. Spacecraft oriented in 

orbit in a vertical position close to equilibrium (with limited angular velocities) 

enters in oscillation mode with alternating gravitational moments providing 

orientation. 

The evolution of gravitational orientation system is the use of orbital tether 

system for creating restoring and damping moments acting on the SS (Fig. 1). The 

attraction of using the tether connection is possibility to technologically increase 

the distance between the satellite and the stabilizing load up to several kilometers, 

which is 2-3 times larger than the rigid rod. Accordingly, the righting moment of 

gradient gravitational forces, which in the first approximation, proportional to the 

distance between the satellite and the stabilizing load, is increased. 

 

 
Figure 1. Kinematic scheme of gravitational stabilization tether system  

 

 In the late 80s the Russian engineers Beletsky V.V, Levin E.M (Keldysh 

Institute of Applied Mathematic), Andreev A.V, Kalashnikov L.M (Moscow 

Aviation Institute), Ivanov V.A (Russian State Technological University), and 

research institution TsNIIMash laid the groundwork for theoretical foundations of 

space tether systems (STS) [1-2; 6-11; 13], which now get a practical application. 
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 The objectives of designing mechanical tether orientation systems are 

development of methods for satellite motion around the center of mass in a 

gravitational field of the planet, deployment of harness unit at a given point 

relative to the base unit into libration mode with a given amplitude, the vertical 

integration and control of the angular motion of the SS. The accuracy of the 

angular orientation of the base unit, the amplitude of libration after the 

deployment of a tether system, the time and the stability of controlled movement 

of SS are the criteria for the selection of design solutions. 

Parametric analysis of equations systems for motion of orientation tether 

system (OTS) determine the structure parameters of the system - the length, 

diameter and mechanical characteristics of the cable, the design parameters - the 

power of cable tension and phase coordinates of the executive bodies. 

Structure parameters define the sustainability of the system stabilization 

process and program for tension (position) control of the tether. OTS simulation, 

the dynamics of their deployment and clotting, libration movement require a 

consistent refinement of mathematical models followed by practical proof. 

In practice, in addition to the precision design of the OTS model, it is 

important to take into account the time required to assess each project decision 

and following comparison. Accordingly, it is desirable to know the sorted scope 

of each from the mathematical models. 

The number of determining parameters describing dynamic processes of 

OTS depends on the detail and nature of physical effects during its modeling. 

At the early stages of OTS designing usually use the approximate methods 

of parametric design estimations with simplified design models. If there is an 

uncertainty in input data, application or in modes of OTS functioning it is possible 

to approximately estimate the large number of design solutions variants that can 

significantly save the time required for system simulation. However, the use of 

analytical and semi-empirical models gives the clear and easily comprehensible 

results. 

In further detail design of OTS parameters the numerical search methods, 

which give more accurate results, but require the development of methodology 

and software with implementation of labor-intensive computing operations are 

used. 

It is possible to identify the general principles for creation of complex of 

computational models, united by a common task of selecting the design solutions 

based on the criteria that characterize the assumptions. 

 

Models of orbital tether systems as part of the orientation system 

of small spacecraft 

 
Mathematical model of the gravitational system of stabilization of the 

spacecraft is built based on the general theorems of mechanics [2] and can be 

presented as a dynamics model of the system consisting of a rigid body (satellite) 

and a material point (stabilizing load) connected by a tether. During the study of  
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the angular motion of the system it is considered its relative motion in the orbital 

coordinate system related to the satellite. 

The equation of satellite motion relative to the center of mass is given by: 

 ,  

where - aL


 - is the angular momentum vector of SS; 

 — moment of gravitational forces acting on the satellite; 

 — restoring moment generated by the power cable tension  

(where  - is the radius vector between the mass center of the system and the 

point of cable suspension); 

 -damping moment. 

The projections of the gravitational moment on the axis of the related 

system of coordinates [3]: 

Mgx = 3
m

rc
3
(Jz - Jy )a32a33,

Mgy = 3
m

rc
3
(Jx - Jz )a31a33,

Mgz = 3
m

rc
3
(Jy - Jx )a31a32,

 

where μ – is Earth gravity parameter (μ=3,986∙105 m3/s2); rс – distance 

between Earth center of mass and satellite; Jx, Jy, Jz – inertia momentum of 

satellite related to the main axes;  a31, a32, a33 - direction cosines defining the 

relative position of the orbital and related coordinate systems. 

Restoring moment is determined by the formula:  

M rx = 3
mmmltdm
rc

3
(e2n3 - e3n2 ),

M ry = 3
mmmltdm
rc

3
(e3n1 - e1n3),

M rz = 3
mmmltdm
rc

3
(e1n2 - e2n1),

 

where lt – tether length; mm– weight of attached end module; dm- module of 

deflection of suspension cable point from the satellite center of mass; ),, 321 ee(e e


 

– unit vector of point of suspension cable deflection from the satellite center of 

mass dm in the projections on the axes of the related coordinate system; 

),, 321 nn(n n


 – unit vector of tether power tension in the projection on the axis 

of the related coordinate system. 

Damping moment in the projection on the axis of the related coordinate 

system is determined by formula [3]: 

k)ji(M xxxd ωωωс 


, 
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where ),, zyx ( ω  is angular velosity of related coordinate system in 

acordance to orientational axes; 

с– damping coefficient. 

During the design of OTS the important task is to determine the force vector 

of tether tension  and corresponding restoring moment  for the different 

dynamic modes of the gravitational system of stabilization. 

 

Mathematical model for space tether systems  
 

Mathematical models of the space tether systems (STS) can be divided 

into three groups: a model with weightless inextensible or elastic cable; non-linear 

models with distributed parameters in which the cable is modeled as a weighty 

flexible string with the help of partial differential equations; discrete (multi-point) 

model, in which the cable is replaced by a set of concentrated point masses 

connected by a weightless rod segments [2]. 

Models of the first type can be regarded as approximate taking into 

account the basic laws of motion of space tether systems. These models allow to 

obtain approximate solutions without big computing expenses. 

Models of the second type provide the most accurate results, but their use 

involves considerable computational difficulties, since the creation of a stable 

difference scheme for numerical integration presents a challenge. The 

cumbersome of distributed model does not allow to use them for identification of 

common patterns of nonlinear dynamics of space tether systems. This model 

should be used to validate the results obtained with simpler models. 

Models of the third type involve the replacement of the flexible cable by 

chain of concentrated masses. Calculations performed using this models are in a 

good agreement with the data obtained by integration of the model with 

distributed parameters. The accuracy of the result can be improved by increasing 

the number of point masses. 

From the mathematical point of view the modeling of the STS may be 

performed using partial differential equations for the tether in conjunction with 

ordinary differential equations for the end-bodies [2]: 

 

                                                                              (1) 

 

where mА, mВ  are masses of end-bodies; Аr


, Вr


– radius vectors between system 

center of mass and end-bodies; AN


, BN


- tether tension at the points of end-body 
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connection; s – natural parameter determining the position of current point of 

tether (0≤s≤lt); N


– tether tension at the point s; F


– external forces per unit 

length of tether; ρ – the linear density of the tether.  

In the finite-dimensional model the large number of material points 

connected in series by weightless finite elements can present the tether. If you 

replace in right side of the last equation (1) the partial derivatives 
s

N






 by finite 

differences, then this equation is transformed into a system of a large number of 

ordinary differential equations for the nodal points of the tether. Together with the 

equations for the end-bodies it can be integrated by any standard method 

This scheme is compact and simple, but requires a little both time step t and 

tether length s. For the typical parameters of the OTS: dimensionless time τ =ωt  

(here ω is the angular velocity of the satellite orbital motion) and the current 

length of the tether s = s / lt , the number of grid points (τ, s ) reaches hundreds. 

Mathematical model of mechanical OTS connects design and dynamic 

characteristics allowing the following simplifications: the tether is considered as 

weightless if its mass is negligible small in comparison with the end modules (ρlt 

« mm);  the tether is considered as longitudinally undeformable if its relative 

deformation is negligible small (Δlt « lt); during the analysis it is allowed to 

expanse the incoming functions in series with neglect of their small members; the 

gravitational field is described by Newton's model, the circular orbit is considered. 

Let us consider complex models of motion of space tether cable systems 

with end masses or set of intermediate point masses simulating the weight of the 

tether in the gravitational field: 

- Weightless (compared with the end masses) inextensible tether (WSIT); 

- Weightless resilient tether (WSRT); 

- Weighty inextensible tether (WIT); 

- Weighty resilient tether (WRT). 

 

The model of weightless inextensible tether (WSIT) considered a tether 

system consisting of two objects - the basic module and the connected module 

with appropriate weights (
Аm , 

Вm ) and weightless tether length l. 

In this case the system of equation (1) has the form: 

 

 

 

where N


– vector of tether tension power. 

In orbital system of coordinate after transformation the equation of motion 

can be written as [2]: 
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where Ax , Ay , Ax , Ay , Ax , Ay , Bx , By , Bx , By , Bx , By – coordinates, first and 

the second time derivatives for end-bodies A and B relatively, N – module of 

tether tension force.  

The equations of motion of a tether system in the polar coordinates can be 

written as follows [2]: 

                    

Hereafter q =
N

mred
, mred =

mAmB

mA +mB
 - the reduced mass of the system. 

In connection motion l is a constant: 

 

Then the integral of energy in connected motion is: 

               .                                                                    (2) 

 

In the phase plane ,  the curves (2) are corresponded to the connection 

motion [2]. The condition 0q  defines the boundary of transition from 

connection motion of OTS to free movement. This condition in coordination of 

phase plane is expressed as follows: 

 

or in dimensional form (during the transition to the dimensional time 

t ): 

         0sin32 22   , 

where (  )´ expresses the derivative with respect to the parameter τ. 

Depending on the initial conditions and the magnitude of the integral energy 

h  the OTS is included in one of the zones of "phase portrait" (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Energy zones in WSIT model: 

1 – OTS rotation; 2 – OTS oscillation; 3 –a zone of free movement; 4 –zone of 

mixed motion; 5 – separatrix; 6 – OTS vertical integration; 7 –maximum 

amplitude of the OTS libration 

 

 

The relative motion of the tether system can be of two types: rotary (rotation 

against and with the angular orbital velocity of the center of mass) or oscillating 

(librational) with respect to the local vertical. 

The oscillatory and rotational motion delineated by curve (separatrix), 

passing through the origin of coordinates corresponding to the value h = 0 of the 

integral (2). With 0h  there is a rotational movement, when 0h  - 

oscillatory. From the consideration of "phase portrait" it is shows that the tether 

system will run smoothly in the following cases: 

1)  0h  in area 0  (in the direction of the orbital angular velocity of the 

center of OTS mass); 

2)  4h  in area 0  (against the direction против angular orbital velocity). 

Condition for oscillatory motion without disruption: 
 hh , where 

h is 

determined from the condition of curves tangency 0sin3 22  h  and 

0sin32 22   . In the point of contact between phase curve 

corresponding to the oscillation motion and curve bounding the are of free motion 

we have 2/1 , 2/1sin  relatively, 2/1h .  

3) With  2/13  h  there will be an oscillating motion of tether system 

(libration) with respect to the local vertical without disruption into free movement. 

Obviously, there is a limit amplitude of the vibrations that occur without 

disruption. This amplitude is determined by (1) under conditions 

2/1h , 0 , that gives 6/1sin2  . 
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By definition of the angle  the maximum amplitude of the oscillations with 

respect to the local vertical is 
9,65max  . 

From the phase diagram it shows that the tether system can be brought into a 

vertical position in a case: 

4)  3h , 2
  . 

In the considered cases the movement of the tether system similar to the 

movement of the solid dumbbell-shape satellite relative to its center of mass. 

Finally, if: 

5)  02/1  h , 

then there is an oscillation with disruptions into the free motion, and if 

6) 40  h , 0 , 

then there is rotation with disruptions into the free motion. 

 

In the model of weightless resilient tether (WSRT) the tether is modeling by 

flexible tensile thread. 

The strength of the resilient tether has the form: )( 0llkN  , 

where 0l  – the length of the cable in a free state; k – coefficient of rigidity of 

the tether. 

In the orbital coordinate system moving in a circular orbit, on which the 

center of mass of the system is moving, the equation of motion is written:     

 

 

 

 

 

For the model of weighty inextensible tether (WIT) there is a multi-tier 

model consisting of a chain of concentrated masses with non-stretch tether bond, 

which is a system of equations [8]: 
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where  

   
im  - mass of i-th point; n –the total number of points; ir


 - the geocentric radius 

vector of the i-th point mass; iN  - tension force acting on the i-th point. In the 

orbital coordinate system moving in a circular orbit, on which the moving center 

of mass, the equations of motion are given as follows: 
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In the model of weighty resilient tether (WRT) the equations motion are 

similar to the previous one. Tension of tether in the i-th link is determined by the 

formula: 

)ss(kN i0ii   , 

where 
is - current length of the i-th link; 

       
i0s  - the length of the i-th link in the free state.  

   As a result of integration of equations of OTS motion the power system 

factors are determined - the power cable tension Nt and restoring moment Mr. 

 

Areas of models application 
 

Analysis of the possibilities of using OTS to stabilize the angular motion of 

SS in the orbital plane is based on the approximate design procedure. To evaluate 

the OTS objectives the following tasks are solving: development of method for 

determination of the tether characteristics (the elastic modulus and damping 

factor); optimization of OTS for SS orientation modes; examination of tether 

system parameters impact and characteristics of the SS orbit on targets 

performance of SS orientation and stabilization system. 

Areas of application of OTS mathematical models (Fig. 3) defined by 

criteria characterizing the assumptions: K1=ρlт/mп (ratio between the weight of 

the tether and weight of connected body) and K2=mпω
2/k (ratio between tether 

tension and elastic force). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Areas of OST models application  

 

Passive orientation systems with flexible stabilizers are used in a number of 

promising nano- and micro-satellites with low requirements for precision of 

targeting 5-10 ° (for example, the spacecraft developed under the project CubeSat 

[4] and the program TechSat [12]). For such project evaluation it is possible to use 

models WSRT and WSIT, respectively. 

Achievement of higher precision of orientation leads to the need to use a 

complicated construction of tether systems, including the variable length of the 

cable and mechanical components of tether connection and deployment.  

 

 Weightless resilient tether               Weighty resilient tether 

(WSRT)                                           (WRT) 

 Weightless inextensible tether         Weighty inextensible tether      

(WSIT)                                            (WIT) 

K2=mbω2/k 
 

K1=ρlt /mb 
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The creation of such gravity orientation systems involves the accurate 

accounting of the masses and the use of WRT and WIT models. 

In practice, for a length in units of meters (for gravitational rod), taking into 

account the current capabilities of computers, the use of these models is not a 

factor which significantly increases the time for evaluation of design solutions - 

within tens of percent. The main labor inputs in preparation of data for the 

calculation and subsequent analysis of the results. However, given the extent of 

OTS in tens of kilometers, the number of chain links fundamentally and 

essentially increases in hundred times the calculation time  

Given this fact it is a rational decision at the step of SS conceptual design to 

perform a comparative evaluation of various schemes of orientation system using 

only a mathematical model of a weightless inextensible tether for gravitational 

orientation system. If the design parameters such as time and stability of SS 

controlled motion are reached then the accuracy of the angular orientation of the 

base unit using a mathematical model of WIT and then the WRT should be 

evaluated 

 

Conclusion  
 

Systems of gravitational stabilization of satellites are rapidly developing 

areas of aerospace engineering, located at the junction of the traditional tasks of 

satellites stabilization and tasks of research on dynamics and stabilization of STS 

movement. 

During the describing and ranking mathematical models of tether system 

movement taking into account the factors acting on the tether the classical 

methods of mechanics, mathematics and numerical analysis, as well as original 

methods and approaches have been used [5, 7-11, 13]. 

Modeling of the mechanical cable systems and dynamics of their motion 

involves the consistent refinement of mathematical models followed by practical 

proof. Consideration of the tether mass, its elasticity and other characteristics 

directly affect the quality of mathematical models, as well as the design of the 

spacecraft orientation and stabilization systems.  

A set of models for the study of space tether systems dynamics, with high 

level of detalization of defining parameters taking into account factors affecting 

the accuracy of the simulation is build. 

The article can be useful for practical applications by space technology 

designers of mathematical models of multi mechanical chains and cables: 

weightless (compared with the end masses) inextensible tether (WSIT); 

weightless resilient tether (WSRT); weighty inextensible tether (WIT); weighty 

resilient tether (WRT). 
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